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Abstract
We show that sequence equivalence, language equivalence, growth equivalence and road equiv-
alence are decidable for standard Watson–Crick D0L systems having bounded balance.
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1. Introduction
Very few decidability results are known for standard Watson–Crick D0L systems. In
fact, a decision method for sequence equivalence (resp. language equivalence, growth
equivalence, road equivalence) would give a decision method for the positiveness prob-
lem for Z-rational sequences (see [11]) which is a long-standing open problem in
number theory.
In this paper we discuss standard Watson–Crick D0L systems which have bounded
balance. To de=ne the notion of bounded balance let
n = {a1; : : : ; an; ?a1; : : : ; ?an}
be a DNA-like alphabet. If w∈∗n , let (w) be the integer obtained by subtracting
the number of barred letters in w from the number of nonbarred letters in w. Then a
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Watson–Crick D0L system G is said to have bounded balance if there is an integer M
such that
|(w)|6 M
for any word w in the sequence of G. Many questions which are open for standard
Watson–Crick D0L systems in general can be solved for standard Watson–Crick D0L
systems having bounded balance. In particular, we will show that sequence equiva-
lence, language equivalence, growth equivalence and road equivalence are decidable
for standard Watson–Crick D0L systems having bounded balance.
For background, motivation and earlier results concerning Watson-Crick D0L systems
we refer to [2,4,6–8,11–13,15]. It is assumed that the reader is familiar with D0L
systems, their generalizations such as HD0L systems (see [9,10]), and formal power
series (see [1,5,14]).
2. Denitions
We use standard language-theoretic notation and terminology. In particular, the length
of a word w is denoted by |w|. The length of the empty word 
 equals zero.
In what follows we will consider DNA-like alphabets
n = {a1; : : : ; an; ?a1; : : : ; ?an}; n¿ 1:
The letters ai and ?ai, 16i6n, are called complementary, and the Watson–Crick mor-
phism hW : ∗n →∗n is de=ned by
hW(ai) = ?ai; hW( ?ai) = ai; 16 i 6 n:
The projections p : ∗n →∗n and ?p : ∗n →∗n are de=ned by
p(x) =
{
x if x ∈ {a1; : : : ; an};

 otherwise
and
?p(x) =
{
x if x ∈ { ?a1; : : : ; ?an};

 otherwise:
If w∈∗n the balance (w) of w is de=ned by
(w) = |p(w)| − | ?p(w)|:
In other words, (w) is the diGerence between the number of nonbarred letters in w
and the number of barred letters in w. The languages PUR⊆∗n and PYR⊆∗n are
de=ned by
PUR = {w ∈ ∗n | (w)¿ 0}
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and
PYR = {w ∈ ∗n | (w) ¡ 0}:
We now come to the central de=nitions.
Denition 1. A standard Watson–Crick D0L system is a triple G=(n; g; w) where
n is a DNA-like alphabet, g : ∗n →∗n is a morphism and w ∈ PUR is a word. The
sequence S(G)= (wi)i¿0 of G is de=ned by
w0 = w and wi+1 =
{
g(wi) if g(wi) ∈ PUR;
hWg(wi) if g(wi) ∈ PYR
for all i¿0.
If we replace in De=nition 1 the language PUR and its complement PYR by an
arbitrary language L and its complement, respectively, we obtain the general notion of
a Watson–Crick D0L system. It is customary to assume that hW maps any word in the
complement of L into L.
Denition 2. Let G=(n; g; w) be a standard Watson–Crick D0L system and let S(G)
= (wi)i¿0 be the sequence of G. The language L(G) of G is de=ned by
L(G) = {wi | i ¿ 0}:
The growth function f : N→N of G is de=ned by
f(i) = |wi|
for i¿0. The road of G is the in=nite word t1t2 : : : over the alphabet {0; 1} such that
ti =
{
0 if wi = g(wi−1);
1 if wi = hWg(wi−1)
for i¿1.
Denition 3. Let G=(n; g; w) be a standard Watson–Crick D0L system. Then G has
bounded balance if there exists a positive integer M such that
|(w)|6 M
for all w∈L(G).
The notion of bounded balance is de=ned here for one morphism and, thus, diGers
from the notion de=ned in [9, p. 123]. In De=nition 3 the condition |(w)|6M can
be replaced by (w)6M .
The sequence, language, growth and road equivalence problems for standard Watson
–Crick D0L systems are now de=ned in the natural fashion. Apart from the road
equivalence problem, the problems are analogous to those concerning ordinary D0L
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systems [9]. In the next sections we discuss these problems for standard Watson–Crick
D0L systems having bounded balance. None of the =rst three problems becomes easier
for this class of standard Watson–Crick D0L systems than for the class of D0L systems.
Example 1. Suppose G=(; g; w) is a D0L system. Let e = {; ? | ∈} be an
alphabet which contains the letters of  and their barred versions. Regard e as a
DNA-like alphabet. Then the sequence (wi)i¿0 obtained from the sequence of G by
replacing everywhere each letter  by the two-letter word  ? is generated by a standard
Watson–Crick D0L system having zero balance.
Hence the theory of standard Watson–Crick D0L systems having bounded balance
generalizes the customary theory of D0L systems.
3. Roads and guides
Our =rst goal is to show that if G is a standard Watson–Crick D0L system hav-
ing bounded balance then the road of G is ultimately periodic. Our proof will be
noneGective. We will later study how to compute the road.
As a useful tool we consider guides for Watson–Crick D0L systems. To de=ne this
notion, let  : {0; 1}∗→{0; 1} be a mapping. The road of  is the in=nite word s1s2 : : :
such that
s1 = (
) and si+1 = (s1s2 : : : si)
for i¿1. Then we say that the mapping  is a guide for a Watson–Crick D0L system
G if the road of  equals the road of G.
Example 2. Suppose G=(n; g; w) is a standard Watson–Crick D0L system. Denote
h0 = g and h1 = hWg. De=ne the mapping  : {0; 1}∗→{0; 1} by
(i1 : : : iq) =
{
0 if (ghiq : : : hi1 (w))¿ 0;
1 if (ghiq : : : hi1 (w)) ¡ 0
for i1; : : : ; iq ∈{0; 1} and q¿ 0. Let s1s2 : : : be the road of  and let t1t2 : : : be the road
of G. Then,
s1 = (
) = 0
if and only if
g(w) ∈ PUR:
Hence, s1 = t1. Suppose inductively that s1s2 : : : sp= t1t2 : : : tp where p¿1. Then
sp+1 = (s1 : : : sp) = (t1 : : : tp) = 0
if and only if
ghtp : : : ht1 (w) ∈ PUR:
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Hence, sp+1 = tp+1. It follows that  is a guide for G.
This guide has the following additional property. Let i1; : : : ; iq ∈{0; 1} be such that
hiq : : : hi1 (w) ∈ PUR
and consider the standard Watson–Crick D0L system
G1 = (n; g; hiq : : : hi1 (w)):
Then the mapping 1 : {0; 1}∗→{0; 1} de=ned by
1(u) = (i1 : : : iqu)
for u∈{0; 1}∗ is a guide for G1. It should be emphasized that this additional property
is not required in the de=nition of a guide. Intuitively, nothing is required of the guide
in the terrain outside the road.
Lemma 1. Let G=(n; g; w) be a standard Watson–Crick D0L system and let S(G)
= (wi)i¿0. Denote G(i)= (n; g; wi) for i ¿ 0. Then the road of G is ultimately
periodic if and only if there are distinct nonnegative integers j and k such that G(j)
and G(k) have a common guide.
Proof. Suppose there is a mapping  : {0; 1}∗→{0; 1} and distinct integers j and k
such that  is a guide for G(j) and G(k). Let the road of  be s1s2 : : : and let the road
of G be t1t2 : : : : Then
tj+1tj+2 · · · = s1s2 : : :
and
tk+1tk+2 · · · = s1s2 : : : :
Because j 	= k this implies that t1t2 : : : is ultimately periodic.
Conversely, if the road of G equals t1 : : : tj(tj+1 : : : tj+k)! then the roads of G(j) and
G(j + k) are equal and, therefore, have a common guide.
Lemma 2. Let G=(n; g; w0) be a standard Watson–Crick D0L system and let
S(G)= (wi)i¿0. Denote G(i)= (n; g; wi) for i ¿ 0. Assume that M is a positive
integer such that
|(wi)|6 M
for all i ¿ 0. Then there are distinct integers j and k such that G(j) and G(k) have
a common guide.
Proof. Denote m = 2M+1 and let Zm be the ring of residue classes modulo m. De=ne
the mapping red : ∗n →Zm by
red(w) = |p(w)| − | ?p(w)|;
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where the right side is computed in Zm for w∈∗n . Observe that if w∈∗n and
|(w)|6M we have
(w)¿ 0 if and only if red(w) ∈ {0; 1; : : : ; M}
and
(w) ¡ 0 if and only if red(w) ∈ {M + 1; : : : ; 2M}:
Denote X = {0; 1}, h0 = g and h1 = hWg. De=ne the series r ∈Zm〈〈X ∗〉〉 by
(r; i1 : : : iq) = red(ghiq : : : hi1 (w0))
for i1; : : : ; iq ∈X and q¿0. If u∈X ∗, the series u−1r is de=ned by
(u−1r; v) = (r; uv)
for v∈X ∗. Because Zm is a =nite ring and r is Zm-rational, the set
{u−1r | u ∈ X ∗} (1)
is =nite (see [14]).
Next, let u be a =nite pre=x of the road of G. De=ne the mapping (u) : X ∗→{0; 1}
by
(u)(v) =
{
0 if (r; uv) ∈ {0; 1; : : : ; M}
1 if (r; uv) ∈ {M + 1; : : : ; 2M}
for v∈X ∗. Then (u) is a guide for G(|u|).
Now, because (1) is a =nite set there exist two diGerent pre=xes u1 and u2 of the
road of G such that
u−11 r = u
−1
2 r:
Hence,
(u1) = (u2):
In other words, G(|u1|) and G(|u2|) have a common guide.
Lemma 3. If G is a standard Watson–Crick D0L system having bounded balance
then the road of G is ultimately periodic.
Proof. The claim follows by Lemmas 1 and 2.
It remains to show how to compute the road.
Lemma 4. It is decidable whether or not a given ultimately periodic in9nite word over
the alphabet {0; 1} equals the road of a given standard Watson–Crick D0L system
having bounded balance.
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Proof. Let t1t2 : : : be an ultimately periodic in=nite word over the alphabet {0; 1} and
let G=(n; g; w) be a standard Watson–Crick D0L system having bounded balance.
Denote h0 = g and h1 = hWg. De=ne the sequence s=(s(n))n¿0 by
s(n) = (htn : : : ht1 (w))
for n¿0. Because t1t2 : : : is ultimately periodic, s is Z-rational.
Now, suppose t1t2 : : : is the road of G. Then there is an integer M such that
06 s(n)6 M (2)
for all n¿0. Next, decide whether or not there is an integer M such that (2) holds for
all n¿0. The decision can be made by well-known properties of Z-rational sequences.
Indeed, =rst decide whether or not (s(n))n¿0 is bounded. If it is we can eGectively
decompose it into =nitely many constant sequences (see [14]). If such an integer M
does not exist, t1t2 : : : is not the road of G. On the other hand, if M exists then t1t2 : : :
is the road of G if for all n¿1 we have tn=0 whenever s(n)= 0. The lemma follows
because this condition is decidable.
Lemma 5. The road of a given standard Watson–Crick D0L system having bounded
balance can be computed e:ectively.
Proof. The claim follows by Lemmas 3 and 4.
4. The equivalence problems
The =rst result of this section is an immediate consequence of Lemma 5.
Theorem 6. The road equivalence problem is decidable for standard Watson–Crick
D0L systems having bounded balance.
The growth and sequence equivalence problems for our class of Watson–Crick D0L
systems can be reduced to the growth and sequence equivalence problems of HD0L
systems.
Lemma 7. If G is a standard Watson–Crick D0L system having bounded balance,
then S(G) is e:ectively an HD0L sequence.
Proof. Any sequence which can be decomposed into D0L sequences is an HD0L
sequence. The eGective existence of such a decomposition for S(G) follows by Lemmas
3 and 5.
Theorem 8. The growth and sequence equivalence problems are decidable for standard
Watson–Crick D0L systems having bounded balance.
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Proof. The claim follows by Lemma 7 because growth and sequence equivalence are
decidable for HD0L systems.
To solve language equivalence we recall a result from [3]. By de=nition, an HD0L
system H is called Parikh simple if the sequence S(H) does not contain two terms
having equal Parikh vectors.
Theorem 9. It is decidable whether or not two Parikh simple HD0L systems are
language equivalent.
Theorem 10. The language equivalence problem is decidable for standard Watson–
Crick D0L systems having bounded balance.
Proof. Suppose G1 and G2 are standard Watson–Crick D0L systems having bounded
balance. By Lemma 7 we can decide whether or not L(G1) and L(G2) are in=nite. If
not, it is trivial to decide whether or not L(G1)=L(G2). If, on the other hand, L(G1)
and L(G2) are in=nite the claim follows by Theorem 9 and the observation that S(G1)
(resp. S(G2)) does not contain two terms with equal Parikh vectors. (Note that this
nonexistence is a property of standard Watson–Crick systems which does not hold for
general Watson–Crick D0L systems, see [6,7].)
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